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1.0 Introduction

This report was prepared in response to a request from Ms. Jacqueline Haley, Aecom for a Quality Audit

of the proposed Strategic Housing Development at Kennelsfort Road Lower, Palmerstown, Dublin 20.

The Quality Audit has been carried out in accordance with the guidance in the Design Manual for Urban

Roads and Streets (DMURS), produced by Department of Transport Tourism and Sport in March 2013

and updated in 2019.

This Quality Audit includes the following elements, a road safety audit (stage 1), an access audit, a

walking audit, a cycle audit and a non- motorised user audit.

The Road Safety and Quality Audit Team comprised of;

Team Leader: Norman Bruton, BE CEng FIEI, Cert Comp RSA.

Team Member: Owen O’Reilly B.SC. Eng Dip Struct. Eng NCEA Civil Dip Civil.Eng CEng MIEI

The Quality Audit involved the examination of drawings and other material provided by Aecom and a

site visit by the Audit Team, together, on the 16th March 2020.

The weather at the time of the site visit was dry and the road surface was dry.

The problems raised in this Quality Audit may belong to more than one of the categories of Audit named

above. A table has been provided at the start of Section 3 of this report detailing which category of audit

each problem is associated with.

Recommendations have been provided to help improve the quality of the design with regard to the

areas described above. A feedback form has also been provided for the designer to complete indicating

whether or not he/she will accept those recommendations or provide alternative recommendations for

implementation.

A previous Stage 1 Road Safety Audit was carried out by Aecom (on a previous layout) in August 2018.

The information supplied to the Audit Team is listed in Appendix A.

A feedback form for the Designer to complete is contained in Appendix B.

A plan drawing showing the problem locations is contained in Appendix C.
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2.0 Background
It is proposed to provide a strategic housing development on the existing Palmerstown Retail Park site.

The development would consist of five blocks of residential units with a underground basement for car

parking and bicycle parking.

The vehicular access to the development would be from Kennelsfort Road Lower (L1012) and from The

Old Lucan Road (L1016) where there would be a right of way through the existing business park. It is

proposed to make the exit out to Kennelsfort Road Lower a left in-left out facility and a solid splitter

island and pencil cones are proposed to prevent right turning. The Old Lucan Road is a vehicular cul de

sac (and bus turning facility) however it leads to the M50 cycle and pedestrian overbridge that links it

with the N4 and Lucan cycling network. An upgrade of the cycle facilities on Kennelsfort Road Lower is

planned as part of the bus connects proposals.

The scheme is adjacent to the R148 (formerly N4) arterial route and urban dual carriageway which has a

24hr bus lane.

The junction of Kennelsfort Road Lower and the R148 is signalised and includes a pedestrian crossing

which leads to an overbridge of the dual carriageway.

Both the nearest inbound and outbound bus stops on the R148 are to the East of Kennelsfort Road

Lower.

A Circle K filling station is located to the West of the proposed development which has direct vehicular

access off the R148.

The speed limit on the R148 is 60Km/hr. the speed limit on Kennelsfort Road Lower and the Old Lucan

Road is 30/km/hr.

The site location map is provided below.

Overbridge

Old Lucan Road

R148

Kennelsfort

Road Lower

Bus Stops

Right of Way

Site
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A review of the Road Safety Authority’s website shows that between the years 2005 and 2016 there

were 5 minor injury collisions recorded at the junction of the R148 and Kennelsfort Road Lower. Two of

which were rear-end shunts, one was a side-impact collision, one a collision with a pedestrian and one a

single vehicle collision.

There were two minor injury collisions on the R148 at the approach to the Kennelsfort Road Lower

signalised junction. One was a rear-end shunt and the other involved a pedestrian.

.
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3.0 Main Report
Summary Table of Problem Categories

Problem
Reference

Access Audit Walking Audit Cycling Audit Non-
motorised
User Audit

Road Safety
Audit

Quality Audit

3.1    

3.2     

3.3     

3.4     

3.5  

3.6   

3.7  

3.8  

3.9  

3.10    

3.1 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, Junction at Kennelsfort Road Lower.

PROBLEM

There is no provision for cyclists to get from the new development to the inbound bus/cycle lane on the

R148. This may lead cyclists to cross Kennelsfort Road Lower between the bollards and mingle with

general traffic or the cyclists might mount the footpath and mingle with pedestrians.
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RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that a route be provided for cyclists from the development to access the cycle lane

on the R148. This may include the upgrading of the existing signalised pedestrian crossing of Kennelsfort

Road to a toucan crossing.

3.2 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, tie-in with the business park which leads to the

Old Lucan Road.

PROBLEM

The 3.5m footway stops at the boundary wall of the business Park. There is a risk that pedestrians who

enter the carriageway to continue towards the Old Lucan Road will no be anticipated by drivers and this

could lead to collisions.

There may also be a lack of inter-visibility between pedestrians and drivers due to the presence of the

boundary wall.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that a transition zone be provided for pedestrians to join a shared use area for

vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians on the approach to the business park. The shared use area should be

distinguishable by a different surface material and the use of suitable road markings.
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3.3 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, Right of Way through the business park which

leads to the Old Lucan road.

PROBLEM

There are no dedicated pedestrian or cyclist facilities through the business park. Users of the business

park may not anticipate the increased usage by vulnerable road users when the development is

complete and may travel at inappropriate speed around the 90 degree bend, not be as vigilant when

exiting car parking spaces, or may park at inappropriate locations.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that road markings be provided in the business park indicating the presence of

pedestrians and cyclists along the route.

3.4 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, R148 Verge.

PROBLEM

During the site visit it was observed that there is a pedestrian desire line from Kennelsfort Road Lower

to the Circle K shop along the grassed verge of the R148. There will be a similar desire line from the

proposed development. Without a suitable surface pedestrian could slip and fall on the grassed verge

especially in wet or icy conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that a footpath be provided at the R148 boundary of the development connecting

Kennelsfort Road Lower with the Circle K shop.

3.5 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, Internal footpaths.

PROBLEM

The internal footpath parallel to the R148 is shown as being 1.2m wide. A narrow footpath can lead to

pedestrians having to enter the grassed verge when they meet another pedestrian perhaps in a

wheelchair or pushing a buggy.
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RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that internal footpaths be at least 1.8m wide.

3.6 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing 243-027 PL-008 Downey Planning and Architecture.

PROBLEM

It is unclear what route cyclists and pedestrians are to take from the base of the ramp of the basement

to the bicycle parking and car parking spaces to the right or left of the vehicular ramp. Without a

dedicated route or routes pedestrians and cyclists may encounter kerbs which could be trip/slip hazards.

In addition, if pedestrians or cyclists cross in front of vehicles drivers could have adequate inter-visibility

to those vulnerable road users, taking into account the steep descent on the ramp and the greater effort

required to stop.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the routes for cyclists and pedestrians and clear and marked where required by

suitable road markings and signage.
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3.7 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, External bicycle parking.

PROBLEM

It is unclear if there is to be any external bicycle parking within the development. Without external

bicycle parking, short term visitors to the development may park their bicycles against street furniture

which may become hazards for pedestrians.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that that adequate, sheltered, external bicycle parking be provided.

3.8 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing 243-027 PL-008 Downey Planning and Architecture.

PROBLEM

There is a motorcycle parking space that blocks access to the most westerly lift and stairs for users.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the motorcycle parking space be relocated and that a clear space be provided to

the door of the lift shaft.
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3.9 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing 243-027 PL-008 Downey Planning and Architecture.

PROBLEM

Access to the stairwell to the West of the vehicular access of the basement may be restricted if the

single parking space is occupied by a large saloon/SUV or if the vehicle in the adjacent space overhangs

the defined space.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the car parking space be relocated to ensure adequate access width for

pedestrians including the mobility impaired.

3.10 Problem
LOCATION

Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A, Refuse Collection.

PROBLEM

It is unclear what route the refuse truck will take to get to the collection point and if a truck can

undertake the movements needed with sufficient room to avoid other vehicles (parked or otherwise). It

is also unclear where the refuse bins will be left on collection days and whether they could be hazards to

pedestrians or other road users.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that a swept path analysis be carried out for the truck movements from entry to exit

of the development including the stationary location for refuse collection. The refuse collection point

should be such that it does not create a hazard for pedestrians or other road users.
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4.0 Observations
4.1 Observation
The Audit Team have been informed that public lighting will be provided through the business

park. No details of the public lighting design have been provided to the Audit Team.

4.2 Observation
The car parking layout in the business park shown on Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-

0003 Issue A, does not appear to match the layout observed during the site visit and appears to

be overlaid into the Circle K filling station property. It is assumed that this is a draughting issue.

4.3 Observation
A one-way arrow is shown on the basement car park to the West of the vehicular access. It is

assumed that this is two way to allow access to the car parking spaces.
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5.0 Quality Audit Statement

This quality Audit has been carried out in accordance with the guidance given in DMURS and takes into

consideration the principles approaches and standards of that Manual.

The quality audit has been carried out by the persons named below who have not been involved in any

design work on this scheme as a member of the Design Team.

Norman Bruton Signed:

(Quality Audit Team Leader) Dated: 9/4/2020

Owen O’Reilly Signed:

(Quality Audit Team Member) Dated: 9/4/2020
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Appendix A

List of Material Supplied for this Quality Audit;

 Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0003 Issue A

 Drawing 243-027 PL-008 Downey Planning and Architecture.

Background Information Provided

 Drawing PR224738-ACM-00-00-DR-CE-00-0001

 An Bord Pleanála Opinion

 An Bord Pleanála Report

 Previous Road Safety Audit

 Drawing 243-027 PPL-003 Downey Planning and Architecture.

 Audit Brief
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Appendix B

Feedback Form



QUALITY AUDIT FORM – FEEDBACK ON AUDIT REPORT

Scheme: SHD Kennelsfort Road Lower

Stage: 1 Quality/Safety Audit

Date Audit (Site Visit) Completed: 16th March 2020

Paragraph

No. in

Audit

Report

Problem

accepted

(yes/no)

Recommended

measure

accepted

(yes/no)

Alternative measures (describe)

Alternative

measures

accepted

by Auditors

(Yes/No)

3.1 Yes Yes

3.2 Yes Yes

3.3 Yes No

There is an advisory posted speed limit within the

Business Park of 5mph which will help to ensure that

vehicle speeds remain low.

Although the Client has a right of way through the

Business Park, it is outside of their remit to provide

any upgrade works in this area.

A design for the provision of enhanced road markings

within the Business Park has been prepared by the

design team. This Client intends to actively engage

with the management of the Business Park to

determine if these measures can be provided prior to

opening of the development.

Yes

3.4 Yes No

The boundary of the subject site along the R148 will

consist of a low wall and rail with hedging, therefore,

will restrict pedestrians entering/exiting the site at

this location. Should a footpath link be provided by

SDCC at a later date, the Client will be happy to

provide a connection from the site to this future

footpath link.

It should also be noted that the café element of the

subject development will attract a local walk-in

catchment from both the subject development and

the surrounding local area, and as such the existing

desire line to the Circle K premises may no longer

exist with the opening of the café on site .

Yes

3.5 Yes No

The footpath facilitates a potential desire line

between amenity/soft landscaped areas within the

site. It is not likely to generate a high footfall as it is

not located along the main through- route of the site.

Yes
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Paragraph

No. in

Audit

Report

Problem

accepted

(yes/no)

Recommended

measure

accepted

(yes/no)

Alternative measures (describe)

Alternative

measures

accepted

by Auditors

(Yes/No)

Accordingly the provision of a 1.2m footway is

deemed appropriate at this location.

3.6 Yes Yes

3.7 Yes Yes

3.8 Yes Yes

3.9 Yes Yes

3.10 Yes Yes

Signed………………………………… Date: 09/04/2020
Design Team Leader

Signed…… ……………… Date…9/4/2020…
Audit Team Leader
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Appendix C

Problem Location Plan.
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